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This is an amazing, and perhaps chaotic, time to be involved with the technology industry. The demand for talent, skills, and commitment to excellence has never been higher. Developing software and systems has become a remarkably complex task, with many factors affecting the success of the development effort. Learning new development frameworks and adapting legacy systems to meet the need for continued growth and flexibility require the modern IT professional to be able to press forward, while understanding the limitations imposed by earlier conditions. Teams may be located in one specific “war” room or distributed across the globe and frequently working at different hours of the day, with varying languages, cultures, and expectations for how they will operate on a daily basis. The project itself might involve writing complex application software or customizing a vendor package as part of a systems (versus software) development effort. The competition for specialized technical resources motivates many organizations to allow flexible work arrangements, including telecommuting along with choosing office locations convenient to attract local candidates. Technology professionals must often choose between the demands of high-paying (and often stressful) opportunities and trying to maintain a comfortable work-life balance. The Internet has clearly become the backbone of commerce, and companies are expected to continuously align themselves with growing Web capabilities in order to achieve and maintain success.

**Pragmatic Focus**

This book focuses on the real world of creating and implementing processes and procedures to guide your software and systems delivery effort. The views expressed in these pages may make you feel uncomfortable, especially if you view yourself as an agile purist. We are going to challenge assumptions regarding the way things are being done today, and we are going to encourage you to participate in a discussion on how we can do a better job of developing software and systems. We are going to stipulate up front that our views may not always be applicable in every
possible situation, but all that we write is based upon our real-world experiences or that which we have heard about from reliable sources. This is not a “feel-good” book about agile. This is a book about creating processes and procedures to guide you in overcoming the day-to-day challenges of developing complex software and systems. We look forward to hearing from you as you read through these chapters!

Successful organizations need to support complex technologies, most often with a significant Web presence. Even companies going out of business are expected to have a functioning Web presence capable of handling the peak transaction requirements of customers and other users. In practice, these complex development efforts necessitate effective processes and methodologies to meet both the demands of today and those that will surface in the future. This book will describe best practices for designing the appropriate application lifecycle management (ALM) processes necessary to successfully develop and implement complex software systems, whether your team is writing the code or customizing a system that you have purchased from a vendor. We will discuss both agile and non-agile methodologies to empower the reader to choose the best approach for your organization and the project that you are trying to complete. Our goal is to increase and enhance the reader’s understanding and ability to apply these principles and practices in your own environment. We often work in the imperfect world of having to support lifecycle methodologies that are not always optimal. In fact, we are usually called in when things get really bad and an organization needs to figure out how to incrementally improve processes to improve quality and productivity. In our opinion, the most effective methodology to emerge in the last decade has been agile.

Agile configuration management and, by extension, agile application lifecycle management have become two of the most popular software development methodologies in use today. Agile has resulted in indisputable successes boasting improved productivity and quality. My 25-year (and counting) career has always involved software process improvement with a particular focus on configuration management. As a practitioner, I am completely tools and process agnostic. I have seen projects that successfully employed agile methods and other efforts that thrived using an iterative waterfall approach. Still, all organizations need a reliable and repeatable way to manage work, allowing full traceability and clear, complete communication. Years ago, the IT community looked to the software development lifecycle (SDLC) to guide us in understanding what needed to be done by each member of the team on a daily basis, although the SDLC process
documentation often sat on the shelf along with the outdated requirements specification from the latest software or systems development effort. When purchasing commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) products became popular, we began to use the term systems development lifecycle to refer to the work, at times spanning months or even years, to customize and configure COTS systems. We will discuss the differences between software and systems lifecycles further in Chapter 1. Whether applied to software development or systems customization and configuration, the SDLC, in practice, generally only referred to the required activities to create and maintain the system. Some vendors marketed efforts to customize and configure their solution as production lifecycle management (PLM) solutions. Many companies struggled with improving programmer productivity, and some tried to use the Software Engineering Institute’s (SEI) Capability Maturity Model (CMM). These efforts often had limited success, and even those that succeeded had limited return on their investment due to the excessive cost and effort involved. The SEI chartered a series of Software Process Improvement Networks (SPINs) throughout the United States, which provided speakers and opportunities to meet with other professionals involved with software process improvement. I had the pleasure of serving for many years on the steering committee of one of the SPINs located in a major city. Today, most of the SPIN presentations focus on agile practices, and most of the attendees are interested in establishing scrums, iterative development, and agile testing. Agile has certainly had a major impact on software process improvement, although not without its own inherent challenges and limitations. Application lifecycle management has emerged as an essential methodology to help clarify exactly how software development is conducted, particularly in large-scale distributed environments. ALM typically has a broader focus than was considered in scope for an SDLC and helped to resolve many of the most common challenges, such as providing a comprehensive software development methodology helping each member of the team understand what needed to be done on a daily basis. At its core, the ALM enhances collaboration and communication. DevOps is a closely related approach that is particularly effective at driving the entire ALM.

**DevOps and the ALM**

DevOps is a set of principles and practices that improve communication between the development and operations teams. Many DevOps thought leaders acknowledge that DevOps is also effective at helping development interact with other groups, including quality assurance (QA) and information security
InfoSec). In this book, we will broaden that definition to show that DevOps is essential to enhancing communication between every other group that participates in the ALM. We will be discussing DevOps throughout this book and in detail in Chapter 12. DevOps principles and practices are applicable to the interactions between any two or more groups within the organization and are essential in driving the ALM.

The initial goal of any ALM is to provide the transparency required to enable decision makers to understand what needs to be done and, most importantly, approve the project, including its budget and initial set of goals and objectives. Providing this transparency is precisely where IT governance plays an essential role in helping to get the project approved and started.

---

**IT Governance**

Effective software methodology today must have a strong focus on IT governance, which is essentially the control of the organizational structures through effective leadership and the hands-on management of organizational policies, processes, and structures that affect information, information-related assets, and technology. Fundamentally, IT governance provides the guidance necessary to ensure that the information technology organization is performing successfully and that policies, processes, and other organizational structures are in place so that essential organizational strategies and objectives are achieved. Organizations with excellent IT governance enjoy improved coordination, communication, and alignment of goals throughout the entire enterprise. IT governance is closely related to, and must align with, corporate governance in order to ensure that information technology can help drive the business to success and profitability. The initial goals of IT governance are to define policies, clarify the objectives of corporate governance, and ensure that the information technology organization aligns with the business to provide essential services that enable the business to achieve its goals. From an IT service management perspective, IT governance helps drive the development and deployment of services that help achieve value; these include fitness for purpose (utility) and fitness for use (warranty). IT governance is also concerned with establishing the most efficient organizational structure that will allow technology to be delivered successfully as a valued corporate asset. In this context, management is also responsible for providing adequate resources while maintaining necessary budget and financial controls.

IT governance cannot exist in a vacuum. Management requires accurate and up-to-date information in order to make the best possible decisions. Department
managers and teams must provide valid and relevant information so that management understands the risks, challenges, and resources required for success. IT governance enables the business by ensuring that informed decisions are made, that essential resources are available, and that barriers to success are removed or identified as risks. Risk management is essential to effective IT governance. Risk is not always bad, and many organizations thrive on well-defined risk. IT governance provides the essential information that is needed to enable senior management to identify and mitigate risk so that the organization can successfully operate within the global business environment.

IT governance has the unique view of seeing the organization as part of an ecosystem, with the focus on competitors and outside forces, including regulatory requirements that affect the business and business objectives. Information security and business continuity are special areas of focus for IT governance, as it is essential to ensure that the business can operate and thrive regardless of challenges, such as competitive forces and other external pressures. Other considerations of IT governance include data privacy, business process engineering, and project governance.

Closely related to IT governance, and often mentioned in the same sentence, is compliance with regulatory requirements, industry standards, and internal audit requirements. IT governance helps all relevant stakeholders within the entire organization understand what they need to do in order to meet and comply with all regulatory requirements. Effective IT governance enables businesses to implement organizations with organizational structures that operate successfully, while providing the necessary information to help senior management make the decisions, which then propel the organization to achieve improved quality, productivity, and profitability. With this guidance from senior management, the next step is to ensure that all of the stakeholders understand their roles and what needs to be done on a day-to-day basis. This is exactly where application lifecycle management comes into the picture.

Application Lifecycle Management

Application lifecycle management (ALM) evolved from the early days of process improvement to provide a comprehensive software development methodology that provides guidance from requirements gathering, to design development, all the way through to application deployment. In practice, ALM takes a wide focus, with many organizations establishing an ALM to manage their entire software and systems delivery effort. Even nondevelopment functions such as operations and the help desk can benefit from a well-defined ALM. Some
organizations implement ALM in a way that would not be considered agile, using a waterfall model that has a heavy focus on completing the tasks in each phase before moving on to the next. Configuration management, consisting of source code management, build engineering, environment configuration, change control, release management, and deployment, has been a key focus of ALM for some time now. Another central theme has been applying agile principles to support and improve configuration management functions.

**Agile CM in an ALM World**

Agile configuration management (CM) provides support for effective iterative development, including fast builds, continuous integration, and test-driven development (TDD), that is essential for successful agile development. In a comprehensive lifecycle methodology, agile CM can make the difference between success and failure.

**The Definition of Agile ALM**

Agile ALM is a comprehensive software development lifecycle that embodies the essential agile principles and provides guidance on all activities needed to successfully implement the software and systems development lifecycle. Agile ALM embodies agile CM and much more. Agile ALM starts with tracking requirements with “just-enough process” to get the job done without any extra steps, or what agile enthusiasts often call “ceremony.” This is often accomplished by creating user stories, which need to be under version control just like any other artifact. Testing throughout the lifecycle also plays a significant role in agile ALM and may even be used to supplement requirements documents that are often intentionally kept brief in an agile world. Agile ALM focuses on iterative development that requires a minimum amount of process, with an emphasis on proven practices that include iterative development, strong communication, and customer collaboration. Understanding agility is much easier when we examine the process methodologies that have come before.

**Understanding Where We Have Come From**

Understanding where we have come from should always start with reviewing the essential principles of process improvement. For example, most practitioners will confirm that process improvement needs to be iterative, pragmatic, and continuous. One excellent source of valid principles for process improvement may
be found in the work of W. Edwards Deming. Many of Deming’s teachings\(^1\) provide principles that are practical and form the basis of quality management.

**Principles of Process Improvement**

Process engineering focuses on defining the roles, responsibilities, and essential tasks that need to be accomplished in order for the process to be completed successfully. Processes themselves need to be understood, clearly defined, and communicated to all stakeholders. Complex processes are most often created in a collaborative way and usually take several iterations before they are comprehensive or complete. Processes may need to change over time and may be loosely defined early in the lifecycle, but usually require greater clarity and discipline as the target delivery date approaches. Too much process is just as bad as not enough. Therefore, the best processes are Lean with few, if any, extra unnecessary steps. Quality must be built into the process from the very beginning, and it is essential to maintain an honest and open culture to achieve effective processes and process improvement.

---

**Mired in Process**

Bob worked in an international financial services firm that was deeply mired in process. The CEO of the company once commented in a town hall meeting that they realized they had too much process, and their solution was, unfortunately, to add more process. The organization had a deeply held belief in process, which also had a high degree of ceremony. The dark unspoken secret, however, was that many people simply chose to work around the burdensome processes, which required far too many documents. Most people in the organization become quite clever at gaming the system to deal with the burdensome requirements of the organizational processes. But because the culture was so focused on process, it was considered disloyal to complain or attempt to push back on this. The organization wanted to grow, but just about every effort took far too long to complete.

---

Right-sizing processes is essential for organizational success, as is effective communication. Application lifecycle management has its own terminology, which needs to be understood for effective communication among all stakeholders.

Terminology

Every effort has been made to use terms that are consistent with industry standards and frameworks. Please contact us via social media with any questions or via the website for this book as noted on the next page.

Use of “I” versus “We”

Although we do everything as a team, there were quite a few places where it was much easier to write in the first-person singular. Bob is also much more technical and “hands-on” than Leslie, so when you see first-person singular “I” or “my” you can safely assume that this is a first-person account from Bob.

Why I Write About Agile CM, DevOps, and Agile ALM

Agile configuration management and agile application lifecycle management provide the basis for essential best practices that help a software or system development team improve their productivity and quality in many significant ways. DevOps and the agile ALM help ensure that teams can produce systems that are reliable and secure while maintaining high levels of productivity and quality. As is often the case, early life experiences have greatly shaped my view of the world.

Blindness and Process Improvement

Much of how I have approached my life and career has been influenced by the fact that I had a significant visual handicap growing up that could not be safely corrected until I was in my late teens. Consequently, I used Braille, a white cane, and lots of taped recordings (“talking books”). Even when I gained useable vision, at first it was only for short amounts of time because my eyes would fatigue quickly, and then for all practical purposes I would be temporarily blind again (or what we blind guys like to refer to as “blinking” out). My beloved ophthalmologist, Dr. Helen Grady Cole, once noted that my handicap made me successful because I learned to achieve against all odds and “move mountains” when necessary. No doubt, you will hear some of that fierce determination in these
pages. I am very comfortable when approaching the seemingly impossible and viewing it as quite doable. You will get to hear about some of my experiences in the motorcycle gang of para- and quadriplegics with whom I proudly associated during my most formative years.

**Classroom Materials**

University professors who would like to use our book for a class in software engineering or software methodology are encouraged to contact us directly. We are glad to review classroom materials and would guest lecture (via Skype where travel is impractical) if appropriate and feasible. Obviously, we are glad to answer any and all questions related to the material in the book.

**Website for this Book**

Please register on our website at http://agilealmdevops.com and connect with us on social media to engage in discussions on Agile ALM and DevOps!

**Who Should Read This Book**

This book will be relevant for a wide variety of stakeholders involved in application lifecycle management.

Development managers will find guidance regarding best practices that they need to implement in order to be successful. We also discuss the many people issues involved with managing the software development process.

**How This Book Is Organized**

This book is organized into 22 chapters divided into four parts. Part I consists of five chapters defining the software development process, agile ALM and agile process maturity, and rapid iterative development. Part II covers automation, including build engineering, automating the ALM, continuous integration, delivery, and deployment. Part III covers establishing essential IT controls, including change management, operations, DevOps, retrospectives, agile in non-agile environments, IT governance, and audit and regulatory compliance. Part IV covers scalability, including integration across the enterprise, agile ALM in the cloud, ALM on the mainframe, QA and testing, personality, and the future of ALM.
Part I: Defining the Process

Chapter 1: Introducing Application Lifecycle Methodology
This chapter introduces application lifecycle management by explaining what you need to know in order to define an ALM that will help you implement a comprehensive and effective software or systems lifecycle. We discuss how to implement the ALM using agile principles in a real-world, pragmatic way that will help guide the activities of each member of your team, whether you are creating new software or customizing a commercial package. Systems lifecycles are a little different than a software development lifecycle and are usually associated with obtaining (and customizing) a project from a solution vendor. Commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software is commonly used today to deliver robust technology solutions, but they often require some effort to customize and implement. In this chapter, we introduce the core concepts and then build upon them throughout the rest of the book.

Chapter 2: Defining the Software Development Process
This chapter helps you understand the basic skills of how to define the software development process. Defining the software development process always sounds straightforward until you actually start trying to do the work. Many tasks are involved with any software or systems lifecycle, and a well-defined process must provide guidance on exactly what needs to get done and who is responsible for completing each task.

Chapter 3: Agile Application Lifecycle Management
In this chapter we discuss the core strategies that will help you create a flexible and robust software and systems development lifecycle while ensuring that the values and principles of agility are understood and maintained.

Chapter 4: Agile Process Maturity
In this chapter, we will examine the factors that affect agile process maturity from a number of different perspectives. Many technology professionals find that they must implement agile processes in a large organizational context, including managing teams that are composed of many scrums, totaling scores or even hundreds of developers working from a variety of locations. Scalability is certainly an essential aspect of agile process maturity. Mature agile processes must be repeatable for each project in the organization and have sufficient support for project planning. We also need to understand how process maturity affects non-agile development methodologies, including waterfall and other process models.
Chapter 5: Rapid Iterative Development
In this chapter, we discuss rapid iterative development and its impact on software methodology that came long before agile development reached its level of popularity common today. We consider what we learned from rapid iterative development and how it may be applied in practical situations today.

Part II: Automating the Process
Chapter 6: Build Engineering in the ALM
This chapter helps you understand the build within the context of application lifecycle management. We discuss essential aspects of automating the application build, with particular attention on techniques for creating the trusted application base. We also discuss baselining, compile dependencies, and embedding version IDs as required for version identification. We discuss the independent build and creating a fully automated build process. Building quality into the build through automated unit tests, code scans, and instrumenting the code is an important part of this effort. Finally, we will discuss the ever-challenging task of selecting and implementing the right build tools.

Chapter 7: Automating the Agile ALM
In this chapter we discuss how application lifecycle management touches every aspect of the software and systems lifecycle. This includes requirements gathering, design, development, testing, application deployment, and operations support. Automation plays a major role in the agile ALM, which sets it apart in many ways from other software development methodologies. We also explain why it is essential to appreciate the big picture at all times so that the functions that you implement are in alignment with the overall goals and structure of your ALM.

Chapter 8: Continuous Integration
In this chapter we explain that continuous integration (CI) is an essential practice that involves putting together code that has been created by different developers and ascertaining if the code components can compile and run together successfully. CI requires a robust automated testing framework, which we will discuss further in Chapter 20 and provides the basis for ensuring code quality through both static and instrumented code scanning. Continuous integration often involves merging together code that has been written by different developers and is essential for code quality. The fundamental value of this practice is that integrating a small amount of code as early as possible can avoid much
bigger issues later. It would be difficult to imagine an effective ALM that does not embrace integrating code frequently, although I will also discuss a couple of situations where it is difficult or even impossible to achieve. When code cannot be integrated early and often, there is increased risk, which must be identified and addressed. It is also important to understand that continuous integration relies upon many other practices, including continuous testing, effective build engineering, static and instrumented code analysis, and continuous deployment, discussed in Chapter 9.

Chapter 9: Continuous Delivery and Deployment
In this chapter we explain how continuous deployment (CD) is a methodology for updating production systems as often as necessary and generally in very small increments on a continuous basis. It would be difficult to understand continuous deployment without discussing continuous integration and delivery. The terminology for CD has been confusing at best, with many thought leaders using the terms continuous delivery and continuous deployment interchangeably. We discussed continuous integration in Chapter 8. Continuous delivery focuses on ensuring that the code baseline is always in a state of readiness to be deployed at any time. With continuous delivery, we may choose to perform a technical deployment of code without actually exposing it to the end user, using a technique that has become known as feature toggle. Continuous deployment is different from continuous delivery in that the focus is on immediate promotion to a production environment, which may be disruptive and a poor choice from a business perspective. We will help you find the right balance so that you can support your business by promoting changes to production as often as desired.

Part III: Establishing Controls
Chapter 10: Change Management
In this chapter we examine how change management is a broad function that helps us plan, review, and communicate many different types of planned and emergency (unplanned) system modifications. Changes may be bugfixes or new features and can range from a trivial configuration modification to a huge infrastructure migration. The goal of change control is to manage all changes to the production (and usually QA) environments. Part of this effort is just coordination, and that is very important. But part of this effort is also managing changes to the environment that could potentially affect all of the systems in the environment. It is also essential to control which releases are promoted to QA and
production. Change control can act as the stimulus to all other configuration management–related functions as well. Throughout this chapter we will discuss how to apply change management in the ALM.

**Chapter 11: IT Operations**
In this chapter, we will discuss how to create an effective IT operation group that is aligned with your agile ALM. The IT operations organization is responsible for maintaining a secure and reliable production environment. In large organizations, operations often resembles a small army with too many divisions to navigate that is also often held responsible when things go wrong. Developers, working on the bleeding edge of technology, often regard their colleagues in operations as lacking technical skills and ability, which is true in so far as operations resources tend to focus more on the day-to-day running of the systems. Understanding these different perspectives is a key aspect of our DevOps approach to the agile ALM.

**Chapter 12: DevOps**
In this chapter, we discuss DevOps as a set of principles and practices intended to help development and operations collaborate and communicate more effectively. DevOps is truly taking the industry by storm and, in some circles, reaching almost mythical proportions. I hear folks suggesting that DevOps can help solve almost any issue, which given the versatility of its cross-functional approach, is a view that has some merit, but some groups are losing sight of what this methodology is all about and how it can really help us implement the ALM.

**Chapter 13: Retrospectives in the ALM**
This chapter discusses the practical application of retrospectives to support application lifecycle management. The first section of this chapter will examine the main function of retrospectives, namely, to evaluate what went well and what needs to be improved. But that’s just the beginning. Getting accurate information from all stakeholders in a retrospective can be very challenging. If you are successful, the retrospective can help drive the entire ALM process. Retrospectives require leadership, and this chapter will provide guidance on how to succeed if you are responsible for implementing this function. We will discuss how to employ retrospectives to support ITIL incidents and problem management, along with other industry standards and frameworks. Crisis and risk management are also key considerations along with IT governance and compliance. Retrospectives take on a different tone when used as vendor management tool. We will complete this chapter by considering how much process is necessary,
Part IV: Scaling the Process

Chapter 14: Agile in a Non-Agile World
In this chapter we discuss that being agile in a non-agile world can be very difficult, and at times even seem impossible to accomplish. We have often found ourselves in organizations that insisted on a waterfall approach. What is most difficult is trying to predict things that are just not possible to ascertain up-front. Many are unaware that waterfall was originally envisioned as an iterative process because today it seems that some organizations expect their employees to be able to predict the future to a degree that is simply not reasonable. The real problem is that these are the same organizations that expect you to make the project actually conform to the plan once it has been developed and approved. Any deviations may be perceived as a lack of planning and proper management. Being agile in a non-agile world can be very challenging and is fraught with its own set of risks and pitfalls.

Chapter 15: IT Governance
In this chapter we discuss how IT governance provides transparency to senior management so that they can make the best decisions based upon the most accurate and up-to-date information. The ALM provides unique capabilities for ensuring that managers have the essential information necessary for evaluating their options. From the CEO to the board of directors, information must often be compartmentalized due to the practical constraints of just how much information can be consumed at any point in time. Achieving this balance empowers your leadership to make informed decisions that help steer your organization to success.

Chapter 16: Audit and Regulatory Compliance
This chapter explains that audit and regulatory compliance require that you establish IT controls to guide the way in which the team works. Your auditors may be internal employees or external consultants engaged by your firm. The internal audit team usually focuses on internal policy, whereas external auditors are often engaged to ensure compliance with federal regulatory guidelines. Although many technology professionals look at audit and regulatory compliance as just something that you have to do, others view it as an obligatory yet unfortunate waste of time and effort. Our focus is on establishing effective IT controls that help avoid both defects and risk. This chapter will help you...
understand how to use audit and regulatory compliance to ensure that you prevent the sorts of major systems glitches and outages that we read about all too often.

Chapter 17: Agile ALM in the Cloud
This chapter explains how cloud-based computing promises, and often delivers, capabilities such as scalable, virtualized enterprise solutions; elastic infrastructures; robust services; and mature platforms. Cloud-based architecture presents the potential of limitless scalability, but it also presents many challenges and risks. The scope of cloud-based computing ranges from development tools to elastic infrastructures that make it possible for developers to use full-size test environments that are both inexpensive and easy to construct and tear down, as required. The first step to harnessing its potential is to understand how application lifecycle management functions within the cloud.

Chapter 18: Agile ALM on the Mainframe
This chapter explains how to apply the agile ALM in a mainframe environment. Application lifecycle management on the mainframe typically enjoys a specific workflow. Despite a culture that lends itself well to step-by-step defined procedures, ALM on the mainframe often falls short of its potential. Sure, we can specify steps of a process, and everyone accepts that process tollgates are necessary on the mainframe. But that does not mean that our mainframe processes help to improve productivity and quality. It is essential that ALM on the mainframe be agile and help the team reach their goals and the business achieve success.

Chapter 19: Integration across the Enterprise
This chapter explains that understanding the ALM across the entire organization requires an understanding of the organization at a very broad level. It also requires that you understand how each structure within the company interfaces with the others. In DevOps, we call this systems thinking when we are examining an application from its inception to implementation, operation, and even its deprecation. DevOps principles and practices are essential in integrating the ALM across the organization.

Chapter 20: QA and Testing in the ALM
In this chapter we discuss how quality assurance (QA) and testing are essential to any software or systems lifecycle. Most technology professionals view the QA and testing process as simply executing test cases to verify and validate that requirements have been met and that the system functions as expected. But there
is a lot more to QA and testing, and this chapter will help you understand how to establish effective processes that help ensure your system functions as needed. DevOps helps us build, package, and deploy software much more quickly. Too often, the QA and testing process cannot keep up with the accelerated deployment pipeline. DevOps cannot succeed without excellent QA and testing.

**Chapter 21: Personality and Agile ALM**

In this chapter we examine key aspects of human personality in the context of the agile ALM. Top technology professionals often have remarkable analytical and technical skills. However, even the most skilled professionals often have great difficulty dealing with some of the interesting behaviors and personalities of their colleagues. Implementing an agile ALM requires that you are able to work with all of the stakeholders and navigate the frequently thorny people issues inherent in dealing with diverse groups of very intelligent, albeit somewhat idiosyncratic, and often equally opinionated, people

**Chapter 22: The Future of ALM**

In this chapter we discuss what lies ahead for the agile ALM.
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PART I

Defining the Process
Agile Process Maturity

Agile process maturity is a very important consideration when implementing an agile ALM. But what exactly does process maturity really mean in an agile context? We know that agile is defined by specific values and principles, so obviously the agile ALM must be—well—*agile*. To begin with, we know from the agile manifesto that agile ALM values individuals and interactions over processes and tools. But this does not mean that we don’t need to focus on processes and tools. Similarly, the agile ALM focuses on creating working software over comprehensive documentation and customer collaboration over contract negotiation. Still, documentation is often absolutely necessary, and signed contracts are rarely optional in the business world. It is equally true that successful professionals do not hide behind a contract and make every effort to delight their customers with excellent value and service.

The agile ALM also emphasizes responding to change over following a plan, although many of the places where we work will not fund any effort without a comprehensive plan. Those who provide the funds for a development project want to know exactly what they are getting into and when they will see results.

In this chapter, we will examine the factors that affect agile process maturity from a number of different perspectives. Many technology professionals find that they must implement agile processes in a large organizational context, including managing teams that are composed of many scrums, totaling scores or even hundreds of developers working from a variety of locations. Scalability is certainly an essential aspect of agile process maturity. Mature agile processes must be repeatable for each project in the organization and have sufficient support for project planning. We also need to understand how process maturity affects non-agile development methodologies, including waterfall and other

---

1. [http://agilemanifesto.org/principles.html](http://agilemanifesto.org/principles.html)
2. [http://agilemanifesto.org](http://agilemanifesto.org)
process models. There are other important considerations as well and any discussion of ALM should start with a clear understanding of the goals involved.

4.1 Goals of Agile Process Maturity

This chapter focuses on helping you establish an agile development process that is light but effective and, most importantly, repeatable. This is not an easy goal to accomplish. In many ways, agile shifts the focus away from implementing processes that contain comprehensive controls, or as agile enthusiasts describe as being high in ceremony. Ceremony, in this context, really means bureaucracy or, more specifically, laden with excess controls and “red tape.” The goal of this chapter is to help you implement agile processes that are Lean, repeatable, clearly defined, measureable, and adhere to the principles defined in the agile manifesto. We will also discuss how to coexist (or perhaps survive) in non-agile environments. The first step is to understand process maturity in an agile development environment.

4.2 Why Is Agile Process Improvement Important?

Any software or systems development process must continually evolve to meet the ever-changing challenges and requirements of the real world. Agile is no different in this respect. Agile practitioners also know that agile is not perfect and many agile projects have failed for a variety of reasons. Agile processes need to evolve and improve using the very same values and principles that are expected in any agile development effort.

---

**Getting Started with Agile Process Maturity**

- Assess your existing practices.
- What works well?
- What needs to be improved?
- Process improvement must be inclusive.
- Prioritize based upon risk.
- Process improvement is a marathon—not a sprint.
- Process improvement must be pragmatic, agile, and Lean.

---

3. www.poppendieck.com
4.3 Where Do I Start?

In some ways agile process maturity could be understood almost in terms of a purity measure. Agile processes that adhere closely to agile principles would, in these terms, be considered a more agile process and, obviously, processes that just embrace some agile processes would be more of a hybrid waterfall-agile process.

In order for this measure to be valid, we need to operationalize these principles by considering the extent to which processes embrace agile principles and practices. So how agile are you?

Many organizations want to embrace agile practices and may even recognize the value of agility. They also may find themselves unable to immediately shed their existing processes, especially in terms of corporate governance. This does not mean that they don’t want to start the journey, and they may actually reach a very high level of agile process maturity eventually. So how do you start to adopt agile practices and begin the journey?

---

4.3 Where Do I Start?

The toughest part of implementing mature agile processes is figuring out where to start. I usually start by assessing existing practices and fully understand what works well and what needs to be improved. It is common for me to find that some practices work just fine in one organization that I would have expected were the source of problems. I find that sometimes less-than-perfect processes and procedures may not really be the pain point that one would expect—usually because of the organizational culture. Obviously, trying to fix something that isn’t broken will not be very successful, and you will likely find that you do not have much credibility with the key stakeholders if they just don’t feel that you are focused on solving the most important problems. In these situations, I communicate my concerns and then focus on what they want me to work on, although I know that they will come back to me and ask for help when things go wrong.

---

Cludgy Version Control

I recall working with a small software development team supporting an equities trading system. The developers used ClearCase and wanted my help with implementing some branching methods. While I was working with them, I discovered that they had integrated ClearCase with bugzilla in a very unreliable way. They had written the scripts (e.g., ClearCase
triggers) themselves and were very proud of their achievement. I looked at the scripts and realized that these would not work if they had more than one or two developers on the project. I communicated my concerns to the development manager, who assured me that “his” scripts worked just fine. There was no point in trying to fix something that my colleague did not view as broken. The manager approached me a year later, right after he added two more developers to his team and he ran into the problems that I had explained could occur. This time he was more than willing to work with me and accept my help.

Getting started with agile process maturity is certainly an essential first step. Being successful with agile ALM requires that you understand what agile process maturity is all about.

### 4.4 Understanding Agile Process Maturity

Agile process maturity can be understood in many different ways. The most obvious measure of agile process maturity could be in terms of the degree to which the practices adhere to the agile manifesto and the agile principles. I usually refer to this as a purity measure to indicate the degree to which the process follows authentic agile principles. As a consultant, I am usually called in to help with situations that are less than perfect. This pragmatic reality does change the fact that we want to approach implementing the agile ALM in a manner that adheres to and benefits from agile values and principles.

#### Agile Process Maturity

Agile process maturity may be understood in terms of

- Adherence to agile principles
- Repeatable process
- Scalability (scrum of scrums)
- Comprehensive (the items on the right)

---

5. Ibid.
4.4 Understanding Agile Process Maturity

- Transparency and traceability
- IT governance
- Coexistence with non-agile
- Harmonization with standards and frameworks
- Planning
- Continuous process improvement

These need to occur without compromising individuals and interactions, working software, customer collaboration, and responding to change.

In order for this measure to be valid, we need to operationalize these principles. So let’s consider what following agile values and principles really means in practice and how we can strive for the most effective agile practices possible.

4.4.1 Adherence to the Principles

Mature agile requires that we adhere to the agile principles that we reviewed in Section 3.7. In this book we seek to educate you on software methodology in a way that empowers you to apply these principles and create a software lifecycle that is best for your project and your organization. One of the ironies that we often see is that some agile practitioners are the least “agile” people in the world, insisting on there being only one right way to become truly agile. I disagree, and we hope to share the best practices in creating an agile ALM that you can tailor to your own special requirements.

Dysfunctional Agile

In our consulting practice, we often see groups adopting agile practices and actually getting lost along the way. Becoming agile does not happen overnight and, in practice, maybe it shouldn’t. Many groups have legacy processes in place that cannot be abandoned without affecting projects already underway. We view organically transitioning to agile as being more practical. In order to be successful, your team needs to understand agile principles and how to create a mature agile application lifecycle. Above all, right-sizing your processes is your most critical success factor.
4.4.2 Repeatable Process

Agile processes, just like any other process, must be repeatable. It does not help to have an agile ALM unless it can be used repeatedly to achieve the desired results. We have seen many agile teams struggle with repeatability because they depended upon the guidance of individual players rather than understanding that agile is still a process that should yield the same results, regardless of who is performing the task—assuming the proper level of skills and training.

Agile and Law Enforcement

Bob has long had a passion for serving as a volunteer in both law enforcement and emergency medical services. From responding to fires, to medical emergencies, and especially to crimes in progress, police and emergency personnel must provide a predictable consistent response while still maintaining the flexibility to deal with the situation at hand. When you call because a bad guy is breaking into your car in front of your house, you expect the same results regardless of which police officer happens to respond. You also realize that the situation can be dynamic, and police must be the very model of agility. Law enforcement, emergency medical, and fire response must provide repeatable processes while maintaining the flexibility to respond to the situation at hand.

Agile process maturity should be understood in terms of repeatability. Another important issue is scalability.

4.4.3 Scalability (Scrum of Scrums)

Organizations often pilot agile methodologies in one particular group with spectacular results. The truth is that the participants in the agile pilot are often hand-picked and among the best resources in the organization. But agile processes must be scalable so that other teams within the organization can also be successful. We discuss the critical success factors for scalability throughout this book and then tie them together in Chapter 19, “Integration across the Enterprise.” If you want a scalable process, then you need to start by ensuring that your approach is comprehensive.

4.4.4 Comprehensive (Items on the Right)

Agile processes must be comprehensive so that everyone understands what needs to be accomplished, including interdependencies and deadlines. The agile manifesto aptly notes the following:
We are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and helping others do it. Through this work we have come to value:

- Individuals and interactions over processes and tools
- Working software over comprehensive documentation
- Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
- Responding to change over following a plan

That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we value the items on the left more.\(^6\)

Mature agile processes value the items on the right so that we can ensure our processes are comprehensive, including processes and tools, comprehensive documentation, contract negotiation, and following a plan.

Comprehensive processes are essential, as are transparency and traceability.

### 4.4.5 Transparency and Traceability

Mature agile processes are transparent and traceable. Transparency is fundamental because you want everyone to understand what is being done and how their work impacts (and is impacted by) the work of others. You also want to be able to verify that steps have been completed. Processes that are transparent are easier to understand and follow, ensuring that everyone understands the rules of the road. Being able to go back and verify that each step was completed successfully is also essential, particularly when regulatory compliance is required. In addition, you want to be able to provide transparency to senior management through effective IT governance.

### 4.4.6 IT Governance

IT governance provides visibility into the organizational processes and existing operations so that senior management can make accurate decisions based upon the information that is available. I always explain to my colleagues that IT governance is essential because this function enables senior management to make the right decisions based upon accurate and up-to-date information. You can even look at IT governance as managing the right information “up” to those who are in the position of making decisions. In some large organizations, agile projects may be in progress at the same time as non-agile projects.

---

Mature agile processes must be able to successfully coexist in these real-world hybrid environments.

4.4.7 Coexistence with Non-agile Projects
The elephant in the room for agile is the number of non-agile projects that exist within an organization that is working to implement agile. We have seen many organizations where existing non-agile projects were already underway, or perhaps existing team members were just not comfortable with taking an agile approach. Mature agile application lifecycle management often requires coexistence with non-agile projects. Coexistence is a sign of maturity, as is aligning with industry standards and frameworks.

4.4.8 Harmonization with Standards and Frameworks
Many organizations must follow the guidance provided in industry standards, including ISO 9000 or frameworks such as ISACA COBIT or the ITIL v3 framework. Mature agile processes can easily align and harmonize with the guidelines provided by these well-respected industry standards and frameworks. This includes meeting the requirements of Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 or safety standards such as those commonly required by the automotive, medical engineering, or defense industries. Mature agile helps improve quality and can align well with IT controls that are reasonable and appropriate.

The agile manifesto notes that it is more important to be able to respond to change than to simply follow a plan. However, mature agile processes must still be able to create adequate plans that will help guide the development effort.

4.4.9 Following a Plan
Planning is essential for the success of any significant endeavor. Too many agile enthusiasts erroneously think that they don’t need to create comprehensive plans to guide the software and systems development effort. The dark side of planning is that sometimes those creating the plan refuse to admit what they do not know. Mature agile processes plan as much as possible and communicate those plans effectively. Unknowns should be identified as risks, which are then mitigated as part of the risk management process. Many years ago W. Edwards Deming noted the importance of “driving out fear.” Agility admits when it does not have enough information to specify the details of a plan. Decisions are made at the “last responsible moment.” Mature agile processes
embrace comprehensive plans but also do not attempt to plan out details that cannot yet be specified.

### 4.4.10 Continuous Process Improvement

Process improvement is a journey that must be continuously harnessed throughout the software and systems lifecycle. The mature agile process embraces continuous process improvement at both a deep technical level and at a pragmatic business level. Improving your technical processes is mostly focused on avoiding human error while maintaining a high level of productivity and quality. Improving your business processes can be a bit more complicated.

Do you make satisfying the customer through early and continuous delivery of valuable software your highest priority? Does your agile ALM process harness change for the customer’s competitive advantage and welcome changing requirements, even late in development? Your delivery cycle should favor shorter iterations, with delivering working software frequently, from every couple of weeks to every couple of months. Developers and businesspeople should be working together daily throughout the project. Projects are built around motivated individuals, and they are provided the environment and support they need and are trusted to get the job done. Information is best conveyed face to face, and working software is the primary measure of progress.

The agile ALM should help all the stakeholders maintain a constant pace indefinitely in what is known as sustainable development. There is also continuous attention to technical excellence and good design, including a focus on simplicity—the art of maximizing the amount of work not done. Self-organizing teams produce the best architectures, requirements, and designs. At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more effective and then tunes and adjusts its behavior accordingly. These principles have formed the basis of agile development for many years now. In order to understand them, you need to consider how to operationalize and implement these principles in practice. Then we will show how they fit into and, of course, facilitate the agile ALM.

### 4.5 Applying the Principles

Implementing the agile ALM requires that you understand the agile values and principles and, more importantly, how to utilize them in practical terms. Technology projects require a deep understanding of exactly what the system should do and how it should work. These are important details that are typically expressed in terms of requirements. There are many different types of
requirements, from system-level response time to functional usage, including navigation. Many professionals use epics\(^7\) and stories\(^8\) to describe requirements in high-level terms. Writing and maintaining a requirements document is often less than fruitful, with most requirements documents out of date even before they have been approved by the user. Agile takes a pragmatic approach to requirements management that focuses on working software instead of writing requirements documents that are often of limited value.

One very effective way to manage requirements is to supplement them with well-written test cases and test scripts. Test cases often contain exactly the same information that you might expect in a requirements document.

### Test Cases for Trading Systems

Many years ago I requested that the testers work with me to write test cases for a major trading system in use on the floor of the New York Stock Exchange. The user representative was hesitant at first to focus on testing early in the software development process. I managed to persuade one of the senior representatives to give me one hour. During that session I simply asked him to say what he would test and what he expected the results to be. Within that first hour, this business expert actually picked up the phone and told the head of development that “what he had asked for was not what he needed.” I had caused the business expert to start actively thinking about how he was really going to use the system. The requirements phase had been long and thorough, yet the real breakthrough occurred when we started writing test cases. Well-written tests can be very effective at supplementing, and even completing, requirements descriptions that are often incomplete because all of the usage details may not be initially understood.

4.6 Recognition by the Agile Community

Agile development is part of a large ecosystem with an active and involved community. Mature agile processes are aligned with agile principles and are recognized by the agile community. Much of my work involves taking innovative

---

\(^7\) Epics are a description of a group of features (e.g., stories) that help document requirements in agile development.

\(^8\) Stories are descriptions of features from an end-user perspective, which serve to document requirements in agile development.
4.8 What Agile Process Maturity Is Not

and even risky approaches when I customize software methodology to meet the unique needs of often complex organizations. Although I always maintain confidentiality, I find it effective to write and publish articles that describe my approach to DevOps and agile process maturity. Sometimes, my views are well accepted by the agile community, and other times the reaction can be quite significant. I actually use my esteemed colleagues in the agile community as a feedback loop to continuously improve my own process methodologies.

Recognition within the agile community is a worthy goal. However, gaining consensus may be much more difficult to achieve.

4.7 Consensus within the Agile Community

The agile community can be both opinionated and very vocal. It can also be difficult to gain consensus. You need to expect that there will always be a diversity of views and opinions expressed in the agile community. Sometimes, views are expressed in rather emphatic terms. In fact, it is the great irony that some agile practitioners are the least agile people I have ever worked with, insisting that agility can be practiced in only one particular way. My view is to enjoy the plurality of opinions, looking for consensus when I can find it and also understand that sometimes experienced practitioners will have differing points of view. This is especially true when confronting some of the more thorny issues in understanding agility. One of these considerations is what agile process maturity is not.

4.8 What Agile Process Maturity Is Not

The agile process is not an excuse to skip documenting and tracking requirements, so agile process maturity is also not an excuse for failing to implement enough “ceremony” to get the job done. Although agile has boasted many fabulous successes, it is also not without its failures. One of the biggest problems with agile today is folks just going along with what they are told without questioning and reflecting upon the effectiveness of the agile process.

Emperor’s Clothes

Hans Christian Andersen tells the age-old story of the Emperor’s New Clothes in which a team of conmen come into a town and convince everyone there that they can create a set of clothes that can only be seen
by those subjects who are truly loyal to the emperor and are invisible to those unfit for their positions, are stupid, or are incompetent. As the story goes, the emperor is sitting on his throne in his underwear while these two men pretend to be tailoring him a fine suit. Predictably, everyone is silent because they are afraid to speak up and have the emperor think that they are not loyal to him. Finally, a young child blurts out that the emperor is not wearing any clothes and the townspeople realize that they are being fooled.

Too often folks involved with the agile transformation are silent even though they may have well-founded misgivings. The young child in this fable innocently speaks up. We should all have the courage to express our own misgivings. Remember Deming teaches us to drive out fear.

Immature agile processes can create many challenges for the development team.

4.9 What Does an Immature Agile Process Look Like?

Immature agile processes can resemble software development in the Wild, Wild West. If your team delivers in an inconsistent way and lacks transparency and predictability, then you are likely dealing with a lack of process maturity. You might even be successful from time to time—but maturity involves a lot more than occasional heroics. There are many other potential problems with agile.

4.10 Problems with Agile

Too often agile has become an excuse to work in a very loose and ineffective way. We have seen agile teams use the agile manifesto as an excuse to not plan out their projects and also to not communicate their plans with others. Sometimes teams also fail to document and track requirements, which can lead to many problems, including a high incidence of defects. We have also seen teams that used agile as an excuse to not document their work. Mature agile processes provide the right balance of planning, requirements management, and documentation to avoid mistakes and get the job done. We recall one major incident in a large bank where a vendor claimed to be employing agile and shipped a release that was not really ready to be seen by the customer.
One CIO’s View of Agile

During a configuration management (CM) assessment, which I conducted as a consultant, I had the opportunity to speak with the CIO of a large international bank, who described his recent experience with a software vendor who had represented their development practices as being agile. The vendor did a lot of development offshore with teams of only four or five developers using scrum and sprints that lasted only two or three weeks. Because the team adhered to fixed iterations, they were delivering code that was incomplete or, as the CIO described it, “half-baked.” I spoke with the vendor’s development manager, who essentially admitted that they did adhere strictly to fixed timebox iterations and, as a result, occasionally some features were not completely implemented. The vendor saw no problem with this and viewed their development methodology as quite excellent, completely ignoring the viewpoint of the customer.

Although agile has its challenges, let’s not lose sight of the challenges often seen in waterfall.

4.11 Waterfall Pitfalls

Agile enthusiasts have long described the many pitfalls and problems inherent in following the waterfall software methodology. In Chapter 14, “Agile in a Non-Agile World,” we will discuss these and other challenges as well, but also acknowledge that there are times when waterfall is the only choice. From the perspective of agile process maturity, we need to understand exactly where waterfall is problematic so that we do not make the same mistakes in our agile or hybrid agile processes.

Waterfall, as envisioned by Winston Royce, was iterative in nature. But waterfall fails when you try to define requirements that are not yet understood. Many organizations go through exhaustive planning exercises that are essentially an effort to plan what is not yet known and understood. When creating a plan, you need to identify the things that are not yet well understood as project risks. Risk itself is not inherently bad. Many organizations, including trading

firms, actually thrive on risk. It is also essential to create adequate documentation and to keep it updated as necessary. Many organizations spend so much time trying to track requirements and create exhaustive project plans that they leave no time to actually get to software development and have to rush to make project deadlines. This dysfunctional approach can result in defects and significant technical debt.

Mature agile processes take a pragmatic approach to requirements definition and tracking while also establishing enough of a project plan to communicate dates and deliverables to all stakeholders. There are times when documentation is not negotiable, whether your project is using agile or waterfall.

### Essentials

- Planning the unknown
- Failing to manage risk
- Documentation outdated
- No time for coding since we spent our time planning

### 4.11.1 Mired in Process

We often see organizations that are simply mired in their waterfall processes. These groups typically take a very rigid approach to planning and requirements gathering. Although sometimes waterfall makes sense, it is essential to always be pragmatic and avoid getting mired in your own processes. When this happens, we have seen teams where it actually became part of the culture to pretend to be following the process.

### 4.11.2 Pretending to Follow the Process

One of the most dysfunctional behaviors we often see is organizations that require complete adherence to waterfall processes, which results in team members being forced to pretend to be following these rigid waterfall processes. In these circumstances we find people who feel pressured into creating and following plans even when they really do not have all of the necessary details, or creating requirements specifications that document features that are not yet well understood. If management forces employees to follow waterfall in a rigid and dysfunctional way, then they really have no choice but to smile and pretend to follow the process. The better way is to create mature agile processes that include both the items on the left of the agile manifesto and the items on the right.
4.12 The Items on the Right

The agile manifesto teaches us to value individuals and interactions over processes and tools, working software over comprehensive documentation, customer collaboration over contract negotiation, and responding to change over following a plan. But mature agile processes must have robust processes and tools, adequate documentation, and plans. You also don’t want to try to engage with customers without well-written contracts and clear agreements. The items on the right side of the agile manifesto are actually very important. It is also important to adjust your ceremony for the environment and culture in which your organization is operating.

4.12.1 Adjusting Ceremony

Agile processes are said to be “light” in terms of ceremony, which means that they are not overly burdensome with rigid verbose rules and required procedures, which are inherent in creating IT controls. Mature agile processes are able to adjust the amount of ceremony required to avoid mistakes and still get the job done. Although right-sizing the amount of process is a must-have, so is coexisting with non-agile processes when necessary.

4.13 Agile Coexisting with Non-Agile

There are many times when agile simply must exist with non-agile processes. This is the real world that many agile practitioners find so difficult to accept. We work with many large banks and financial services firms where agile must coexist with non-agile processes. This is often the case when large organizations must have IT governance in place to ensure that senior management can make decisions based upon adequate information.

4.14 IT Governance

IT governance is all about providing information to senior management so that the right decisions can be made. Many agile processes suffer from failing to provide adequate information to senior managers. Mature agile processes provide enough information so that senior management can make the right decisions in support of the development effort. IT governance is closely aligned with providing transparency.
4.14.1 Providing Transparency

Mature agile processes provide the transparency that is essential to help all stakeholders understand the tasks that they have to complete and especially how their work affects the work of other members of the team. Processes, and especially workflows, help the entire team understand what needs to be done on a day-to-day basis. This is exactly where having just enough process can help you get the job done and avoid costly mistakes. Above all, you want to have an ALM that follows the agile principles.

4.15 ALM and the Agile Principles

Mature agile processes should obviously adhere to agile principles. The agile ALM is customer-centric and facilitates the early and continuous delivery of valuable software. We welcome changing requirements, even late in development, and harness change for the customer’s competitive advantage. The agile ALM should help deliver working software by frequently facilitating daily collaboration between all stakeholders, including businesspeople and developers. Projects should be built around motivated individuals with the environment and support they need while encouraging face-to-face interactions. Working software is the primary measure of progress.

The agile ALM should promote sustainable development, including a constant pace throughout the duration of the project. There also should be continuous attention to technical excellence and good design enhancing agility, along with valuing simplicity instead of overly complex design and processes. The agile ALM empowers the cross-functional self-organizing team, resulting in the best architectures, requirements, and designs. The mature agile ALM also includes regular opportunities to reflect on how the process can become more effective, tuning and adjusting its processes and behavior. The mature agile process adheres to these agile principles on a constant and reliable basis. This is why you need to start off with processes that are repeatable and predictable.

4.16 Agile as a Repeatable Process

Mature agile processes must be repeatable above all else. Even the best process will be of little value if it cannot be used reliably across all of the projects and groups involved with completing the work. Closely related is the need for scalability.
4.16.1 Scalability

Scalability means that the mature agile process can be used reliably across the enterprise. We often find that this is exactly where organizations struggle the most. We will review some tactics to help ensure that your processes can scale to the enterprise in Chapter 19, “Integration across the Enterprise.” Another key aspect of agile process maturity is ensuring that you deliver on time and within budget.

4.16.2 Delivering on Time and within Budget

We see many agile teams struggling with the reality that no one is going to give them a blank check and tell them to take their time on delivering results. Mature agile processes should provide enough planning and structure to help ensure that the software can be delivered on time and within budget. Unless your senior management team is clairvoyant and just anticipates your team’s every whim, you will need to communicate what you need to get the job done. This should include a clear idea of the timeframe required and the budget that will help ensure success of the project. This is particularly essential when considering the quality of the software that you deliver.

4.16.3 Quality

Mature agile processes must ensure that quality is a top priority. This requires a strong focus on robust automated testing and benefits greatly from thorough test planning. Well-written test cases can help supplement even incomplete requirements documents. Mature agile processes cannot survive without a strong focus on quality and testing. W. Edwards Deming, regarded by many as the father of quality management, was well known for explaining that quality must be built in from the very beginning of the software and systems lifecycle. This is particularly true in mature agile processes.

4.17 Deming and Quality Management

Many of the lessons from Deming are a main focus of the agile ALM, and we will point them out throughout this book. Testing is essential, but there are many other ways to build quality into the agile ALM.

4.17.1 Testing versus Building Quality In

Application testing is a must-have. But quality has to be built in from the very beginning. Code reviews and inspections are among the tools that help ensure
quality is built into the product from the very beginning. Ensuring that requirements are well defined is essential for ensuring high-quality systems. The agile ALM provides a comprehensive framework of best practices to help build quality into the product from the very beginning. It is also the best way to help improve productivity.

4.17.2 Productivity

Technology professionals often find themselves mired in the quagmire of trying to get work done efficiently. The mature agile ALM helps avoid mistakes and rework that is so often the reality of today’s software and systems development effort. One of the most effective practices to improve productivity is rapid iterative development.

4.18 Agile Maturity in the Enterprise

Implementing processes across any large organization can be very challenging, and agile process maturity should be measured across the enterprise. While we are not advocating comparing groups to each other, which could actually be counterproductive, we do want to have common criteria to help each team plan their own process improvement efforts. It is best to understand processes within the group context itself. We have seen teams that had technical flaws in their processes, tools, or procedures and in one group these issues presented a significant challenge, but for another it was almost irrelevant. For example, we have seen teams lack strong version control procedures but somehow manage to avoid problems that we would have expected through sheer force of will or even manual controls. Obviously these situations are optimal, but still each team may have a very different view of their priorities and pain points. We implement agile processes consistently across the enterprise, while still understanding that each team may have a somewhat different culture, environment, and priorities. We can manage this balance by establishing the goals and objectives while understanding that there could be some difference in processes, tools, and procedures.

4.18.1 Consistency across the Enterprise

Process maturity models can be helpful in establishing common criteria to help ensure consistency across the enterprise. We also use industry standards and frameworks as a source of consistent best practices to implement across the
enterprise. For example, we might ask a team to explain how they implement automated build, package, and deployment, including their procedures to verify and validate that the correct code has been deployed. Teams are often quite up-front about what they are doing well and what could be improved. Helping each team to focus on its own perceived priorities is essential for successful process improvement. But there is also room for ensuring that industry best practices are implemented consistently across the firm. This work requires excellent communication and even some good marketing of the new approach.

4.18.2 Marketing the New Approach

We never assume that teams will just automatically agree to implement the best practices that we advocate. Sometimes, it is best to help a team create its own plan. We balance this approach with enterprise process improvement efforts to essentially market industry best practices using the latest processes and tools. Throughout this effort it is essential to continuously focus on process improvement.

4.19 Continuous Process Improvement

The most effective way to implement mature agile processes is to take an agile and iterative approach to implementing the agile ALM itself. This means that you need to be continuously working toward excellence. Learning from mistakes is par for the course, and effective processes should also be self-correcting.

4.19.1 Self-Correcting

Process improvement is not without its challenges. The important thing is to ensure that your processes correct themselves and evolve. Being able to improve your processes is much easier if you are able to measure them and demonstrate progress over time.

4.20 Measuring the ALM

We tend to be wary of overengineering the measurement process, as some teams tend to try to game the measurement. With any measurement approach, it is important to consider validation up-front. This is especially true with regard to metrics.
4.20.1 Project Management Office (PMO) Metrics

Metrics, including those used in project management, can be very important. More importantly, selecting valid and verifiable metrics is key to ensuring a successful measurement approach leading to quantifiable process improvement. Our experience has been that less is more in this case, and the best approach is to select a few metrics that are valid and verifiable. Establishing an in-house metrics program is very important. It is also important to ensure that your vendors do the same.

4.21 Vendor Management

Vendors often have strong sales and marketing functions that sometimes include information on their processes, which can include metrics. It is important for you to review and understand your vendors’ criteria. We have had many times when we were asked to review vendor programs and give our recommendations on ensuring that the vendor approach was aligned with our client’s requirements. It has been our experience that many vendors welcome this input and where there are gaps, they should be understood as well. Although agile process maturity is typically focused on software, we often review processes around hardware development as well.

4.22 Hardware Development

Hardware development is often dependent upon a waterfall approach because half an incomplete circuit chip is often not very helpful. Our effort is to align the agile ALM with the engineering lifecycle required to design and implement hardware. This is often required when we consult with firms that create firmware.

4.22.1 Firmware

Firmware is software that must be created and embedded in the hardware that consists of the complete hardware-software component. We view agile process maturity as part of this alignment and have seen teams succeed quite well even when using a hybrid waterfall approach for the hardware and an agile approach for the firmware.
4.23 Conclusion

There are many factors to consider when creating a mature agile process. We have introduced and reviewed many of the issues involved with creating mature agile processes. The agile ALM needs to be aligned with the technology, environment, and culture of the team and the organization within which it will operate. Rarely do we see teams get this right the first time, and the most successful groups take an agile iterative approach to creating their agile ALM.
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